A computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model is developed for the Saturn S-IVB liquid hydrogen (LH2) tank to simulate the 1966 AS-203 flight experiment. This significant experiment is the only known, adequately-instrumented, low-gravity, cryogenic selfpressurization test that is well suited for CFD model validation. A 4000-cell, axisymmetric model predicts motion of the LH2 surface including boil-off and thermal stratification in the liquid and gas phases. The model is based on a modified version of the commerciallyavailable FLOW3D software. During the experiment, heat enters the LH2 tank through the tank forward dome, side wall, aft dome, and common bulkhead. In both model and test the liquid and gases thermally stratify in the low-gravity natural convection environment. LH2 boils at the free surface which in turn increases the pressure within the tank during the 5360 second experiment. The Saturn S-IVB tank model is shown to accurately simulate the self pressurization and thermal stratification in the 1966 AS-203 test. The average predicted pressurization rate is within 4% of the pressure rise rate suggested by test data. Ullage temperature results are also in good agreement with the test where the model predicts an ullage temperature rise rate within 6% of the measured data. The model is based on first principles only and includes no adjustments to bring the predictions closer to the test data. Although quantitative model validation is achieved €or one specific case, a significant step is taken towards demonstrating general use of CFD for low-gravity cryogenic fluid modeling.
I. Introduction N July 5, 1966 the Saturn IB AS-203 vehicle was launched to provide performance verification of the second 0 stage (S-IVB) propellant control and engine chill-down systems. This experimental flight produced valuable data concerning cryogenic fluid behavior and heat transfer in low-gravity environments. it is the only known lowgravity cryogenic test with adequate instrumentation for model validation. Due to the high costs of testing cryogens in space, the capability to accurately model low-gravity cryogenic propellant tank dynamics and heat transfer is a critical enabler for cost effective space exploration. The closed tank phase of the 1966 S-IVB flight experiment is used, therefore, to determine the accuracy of a new computational fluid dynamics modeling approach The S-IVB LH2 tank has a diameter of 22 ft and shares a common bulkhead with thc liquid oxygen (L02) tank that is positioned below the LH2 tank; see Fig. 1 40 wall temperature sensors distributed along the common bulkhead, cylindrical side wall, forward dome, and aft dome. Instrumentation rakes extending into the tank provide measurements of the liquid and gas temperatures within the vessel.
The closed fuel tank experiment was performed toward the end of the AS-203 S-IVB flight when 16,000 lb of LH2 remained in the S-IVB stage. The goal of the experiment was to measure the self-pressurization rate of the LH2 tank while in the low-gravity environment of Earth orbit. The LO2 tank ullage thrusters provided settling acceleration to maintain aft-settled LH2, and the net acceleration to the vehicle decreased during the test from an initial value of 3.7E-4 g to 0.8E-4g. As reported in the Ref. 1967 the fuel tank pressurized from 12.4 psia to 37.7 psia over the 5360-seconds experiment; this equals an average low-gravity pressurization rate of 17.0 psidhr.
Two models were developed during the Saturn program to predict the low-gravity pressurization rate for the S-IVB tank. One assumed liquid heating only while the other input energy into both the liquid and gas phases. As shown in Ref. 1 both of these previous analytical methods from 1967 under predicted the low-gravity pressurization rate. It is the aim of the present research to apply a modern computational fluid dynamics approach to the experiment to improve upon the previous models' capabilities.
11.

Approach
A. FLOW3D Software
FLOW3D is a general Navier-Stokes equation solver with an extensive history in liquid slosh and heat transfer modeling (Refs. 2-1 1) thus making it a suitable point of departure for a two-phase cryogenic tank model. Various options in the governing equations may be enabled or disabled in FLOW-3D depending on the physics important to the problem. In the present cryogenic tank analysis a 2nd order momentum equation is used with a lSt order energy approximation. The free surface, wall shear, surface tension, and k-E turbulence model options are all enabled to simulate the AS-203 experiment. Here, a free surface treatment is required to separate the liquid and gas phases. Surface tension aithough not dominant over buoyancy in the problem is enabled to capture any low-gravity interface motion accurately. Wall shear is also included in the model for natural convection velocity field prediction which is more significant in low gravity than in normal gravity or higher. The two-equation k-E model is used to predict the effects of turbulence on the natural convection boundary layers and mixing. Liquid density is allowed to vary with fluid temperature only but is incompressible with respect to pressure. The ullage region is modeled as a fully compressible ideal gas. Heat transfer between the liquid, gas, and tank walls is enabled to simulate the thermal stratification of the fluids. Finally, a modification to the commercially-available code is made to address phase change effects at the liquid-gas interface. For details of the formulations and assumptions within the FLOW-3D code see Ref. 12.
B. Grid Sensitivity Study
Too coarse of a computational mesh can influence the results in a nonphysical manner. A grid insensitive solution is derived by executing multiple simulations with various spatial resolutions to determine the largest cell sizes that provide consistent results. A grid sensitivity study is an important, often overlooked aspect of model development that must be performed to ensure that the numerical discretization is not influencing the solution significantly. For the S-IVB model development six cases are run based on preliminary versions of the model to select an adequate mesh. The study considers test models with various total cell counts, axial cell sizes, radial cell sizes, and slosh baffle model formulation. The ullage pressure, ullage temperature, and liquid temperature are used to evaluate numerical mesh effects in the solutions. In Table 1 the computational grids and the results for each case are summarized.
Here, NX is the number of x cells, NZ is the number of z cells, NTOT is the total cell count, AX is the smallest radial cell size, t RUN is the simulation run time, P U L L ,~ is the pressure at the end of the simulation, T W L E~ is the end Table 1 Grid Sensitivity Study Results ullage temperature, and T L I Q ,~ is the predicted final temperature for the liquid. A description is also listed for each grid study case in Table 1 that indicates the relationship of the mesh to the initial 4000-cell case in model A.
All six models run successfully with no convergence issues and the simulation times on a 3.4 GHz processor vary between 0.1 hours and 9.6 hours. The end ullage pressures range from 26 to 45 psia, the gas temperatures range from 120 to 184 R, and the liquid temperatures vary from 38.6 to 40.1 R. As observed the largest variations from model to model are in the ullage pressure and temperature. Figures 2 and 3 depict graphically the ullage pressure and temperature results as functions of total cell count. As observed in these plots both the pressure and temperature predictions become asymptotic for cell counts greater than the 4000. Both models A and F have 4000 cells, and the difference between the models is in the slosh baffle and deflector approach. Model F uses infinitely thin surfaces to represent the baffle and deflector where the other models use a much thicker formulation using FLOW-3D's obstacle functions. The infinitely thin baffle and deflector approach more accurately represents scale effects with respect to the natural convection boundary layers than the thicker obstacle-based method. Accordingly, due to diminished benefit for further resolution increase and a reasonable run time, the model F grid is selected as the baseline for the S-IVB LH2 tank model: 
C. S-IVB Model Description
The derived baseline model for the S-IVB LH2 tank is illustrated in Fig. 4 . The total domain includes 4000 computational cells in an axisymmetric arrangement. As shown the cavity is defined primarily by a cylindrical shell with a concave ellipsoidal forward dome and a convex aft bulkhead. The slosh baffle and deflector are conical in shape and are attached at the tank sidewall while the instrumentation rakes are neglected. The baffles in the model are sealed against the tank wall with no flow through area. They are simulated with FLOW3D baffle functions that are infinitely thin barriers to flow located only at cell faces. The appearance is stair cased in shape since the baffles exist only on computational cell faces. Like in the actual vehicle design the slosh baffle is angled upward by 16 degrees and the deflector is angled downward by 17.5 degrees as shown in Fig. 4 ; they are located 1.6 ft and 9.2 ft, respectively, above the free surface as measured at the wall. The initial liquid mass is 16000 lbm with a liquid level just below the lower slosh baffle. In all analyses gas temperature is measured at r = 5.5 ft, z = 38.7 ft where the bottom of the mesh is located at z = 7.25 ft. Liquid temperature is measured at r = 5.5 ft, z = 17.2 R. These are the same locations as physical temperature sensors in the actual flight test tank. Gas pressure in the model is recorded at the same place as the ullage temperature sensor.
The tank is initially quiescent with a uniform liquid hydrogen region saturated at 12.4 psia, as prescribed in the AS-203 experiment report in Ref.
1. The ullage gas region is reported to be superheated by 5 R which is assumed to be at the top of the tank. Accordingly, the simulated ullage region is defined with an initial thermal stratification profile where the gas temperature is 35.5 R near the liquid interface and 40.5 R at the tank top. Separate wet side wall, dry side wall, upper dome, common bulkhead, and aft dome heat leak histories are applied in the model based on the During the closed tank experiment, the LH2 tank is locked up and allowed to pressurize, but the LO2 tank is continuously blowing down to generate a positive vehicle acceleration that maintains aft settled LH2. As with all blow-down systems the pressure and therefore the thrust decay with time. The accelerations measured with on-board accelerometers are appiied to the entire CFD domain in the model. Only the axial acceleration is assumed significant, since the LO2 tank propulsive vents are aft facing. The measured acceleration history that is used in the 
III. Results and Discussion
The ullage pressure history graph from Ref. 1 is reproduced in Fig. 7 with the new CFD model prediction overlaid. The results from the CFD model are in general agreement with the test data where the average predicted pressurization rate is 17.6 psi/hr versus the 17.0 psi/hr rate that the test data suggests. The pressure error at the end of the experiment simulation is approximately 3.5% which is judged as good considering the approximate boundary conditions and other simplifying assumptions. The results in the present model are shown to be more accurate than the previous analytical attempts described in Ref. Fig. 7 . The gap in data is due to a gap in telemetry coverage during the flight, and accordingly, the tank pressure conditions during this blackout are not known with certainty. Hence the actual modeled and measured differences between 600 and 4300 seconds cannot be determined
The predicted ullage temperature history is also in good agreement with the measured test data as shown in Fig. 8 . Here, the predicted and measured ullage temperatures are compared in the upper dome region. The time after closing LH2 tank (s) Figure 7 Predicted and Measured Ullage Pressure Histories model temperature rise rate follows the measured temperature trend well, but additional small fluctuations about the curve are predicted by the model. The liquid temperature generally follows the test trend, but also with temperature oscillations about the mean temperature rise rate curve as shown in Fig. 9 . Here, the liquid temperature oscillations appear large due to the scale of the graph but are actually less than 1 R in magnitude. Temperature fluctuations in the ullage and liquid can be explained by local convection and vortices that occur in the model.
In particular the baffles are shown to strongly influence the transport of energy from beneath the baffles to above the baffles. The series of temperature and velocity field plots in Fig. 10 illustrate the predicted motion within the tank during the experiment. The heated tank walls are shown to drive buoyant thermal boundary layers along the wet and dry sidewalls that transport warmed fluid toward the baffles. The deflector in the ullage region interrupts the boundary layer flow and diverts the moving gas toward the center of the tank. The warm gas travels around the deflector and forms large vortices in the upper dome ullage region. Pockets of warm ullage gas become trapped under the deflector that then spill inward towards the center of the tank; see Fig. 11 . A second boundary layer above the deflector forms that continues to deposit war= gas in the top of the tank. It is noted that the dynamic effects of the baffles cause velocity disturbances on the same order of magnitude as the natural convection boundary layers. These motions are responsible for the oscillations in predicted ullage gas temperature. Although the gas temperature Notice that the small region in the top 2.4 R of the tank becomes stratified by 273 R with a peak temperature of 445 R at the end of the simulation. It is unlikely that the top of the tank in the experiment actually reached 445 R because the heating rate would have tapered off as the gas temperature next to the upper dome rose. No sensors are located in this region, so the actual temperature here is uncertain. Considering that the applied heating rates in the model are specified and not functions of local temperature, higher temperatures than reality are expected near the apex of the top dome. This effect is not significant to the overall tank pressure because the volume of this region is so small compared to the total tank. At the end of the simulation a stable, relatively flat low-gravity liquid-gas interface exists with thermal stratification in both the liquid and gas phases. Although the predicted local hot spots in the simulation are expected to be exaggerated, the model clearly indicates that even in a low-Earth orbit environment, natural convection can be a strong force within large cryogenic tanks. 
N. Conclusion
The developed CFD model of the Saturn S-IVB orbital experiment has been shown to predict cryogenic tank selfpressurization and thermal stratification with reasonably good accuracy. The average predicted ullage pressurization rate is within 3.5% of the pressure rise rate suggested by test data. Ullage temperature results are also in good agreement with the test data where the model predicts an ullage temperature rise rate within 6% of the data at the ullage sensor location. The model is based on first principles only and includes no adjustments to bring the predictions closer to the test data. Thus, first-time, experimental validation is achieved for a computational fluid dynamic modeling approach for cryogenic tanks in low-gravity. Much work of course remains if other salient propulsion system features such as liquid acquisition devices, thermodynamic vents, and noncondensable gases are to be accounted for accurately. It is noted that the S-TVB experiment did use a very large tank with a high heat leak and big ullage volume. Accurate modeling of low heat leak systems ( 4 0 0 W) with small tanks and small ullage volumes remains to be demonstrated, However, this initial quantitative verification does, represent a significant step toward application of the developed methods to near term space-based cryogenic system design. Once developed and proven across a wide range of cryogenic engineering, CFD-based design processes will provide considerable cost savings over test-based development philosophies especially those requiring on-orbit cryogenic flight experiments. 
